


 

Enter Networker, the new album by Omni and first with indie giant 
Sub Pop Records. Their sound is still defined by sparse drums, 
locked-in bass, blistering guitar, and nonchalant, yet assured vocals, 
but from the first notes of "Sincerely Yours" you'll immediately notice 
that Networker sounds much cleaner and more "HI-FI" than their prior 
two albums, Deluxe (2016) and Multi-task (2017). The departure in 
fidelity suits the new record and allows the listener to enjoy the 
nuances of their meticulous arrangements. Don't worry, the riffs of 
Gang of Four and Wire are still present, but the production is more 
lush and the harmony is even more expansive.  Despite nods to the 
sounds of the ’70s and ’80s what comes through is a record fully 
rooted in the here and now.  Thematically, this is apparent on the title 
track "Networker" taking a candid snapshot of the “digital you” aspect 
of life in the age of the internet.  The otherwise fun romp “Skeleton 
Key” also acknowledges the “direct message and obsessive” side of 
social media with lines like “if you don't like what you see, the pretty 
face on the screen, scroll on by...”  

Networker was written half between tours and half during recording 
sessions. The band, Philip Frobos on bass/vocals and Frankie Broyles 
on guitars/drums/keys, returned with longtime collaborator Nathaniel 
Higgins to the studio in South Georgia where they also recorded 
Multi-task and most recent single "Delicacy." In this case, the 
“studio” is a cabin near Vienna, GA (pronounced Vye-anna) that was 
built by Frankie Broyles’ great-grandparents in the 1940s. The band 
completed four sessions between November 2018 and April 2019. 
Omni hit their stride in the cabin with songs such as "Moat,” which 
cruises along at a nice mid-tempo clip with sounds that are maybe 
piano or maybe the “behind the bridge” strings of a Jaguar a la Sonic 
Youth or This Heat.  "Blunt Force" provides a nice contrast to some of 
the more upbeat cuts, getting jazzy with it’s less traditional 
arrangement and psychedelic outro.

Overall, Networker is simultaneously fun, catchy, and contains some 
truly impressive musicianship. This combo is especially hard to pull 
off as bands that are great players often don’t have great or 
memorable songs. Omni and Nathaniel Higgins have done a stellar job 
of reigning in their diverse influences into a cohesive record by 
curating their sounds into a tight package that leaves you just on the 
cusp of understanding where the band is coming from, while still 
feeling like you’re hearing something totally fresh. While their earlier 
records had more of a “post-punk” sound, Networker is an 
amalgamation of the best sounds of the ’70s and ’80s, all arranged 
with (mostly) guitars, bass, and drums for our contemporary age, and 
it really works! There are hooks everywhere, vocal and instrumental, 
that will leave you humming along, even during the first listen. As 
Philip Frobos says in “Present Tense,” “guess who’s on my mind right 
now?” Well, Omni’s on mine and will be on yours soon.

–Scott Munro, Preoccupations 2019

CD / LP / CS / DIGITAL     SP 1326  RELEASE DATE: NOVEMBER 1ST, 2019

TRACKLISTING:

1. Sincerely Yours

2. Courtesy Call

3. Moat

4. Underage

5. Skeleton Key

6. Genuine Person

7. Present Tense

8. Blunt Force

9. Flat Earth

10. Networker

11. Sleep Mask

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

OMNI NETWORKER

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/omni 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/omniatl  
Twitter:https://twitter.com/omniatl 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/omnideluxe/ 
Spotify: 83k monthly listeners, 14k followers. Top track has 1.5 million plays. 

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO: Networker will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

CD Packaging: Digipack   LP Packaging: Single-pocket 
jacket with custom dust sleeve 
Includes mp3 coupon
NON-RETURNABLE

CS Packaging: Three-panel J-card 
in clear case.
NON-RETURNABLE
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Deluxe LP Packaging: Single-pocket 
jacket with custom dust sleeve
(Opaque Blue Vinyl) Includes mp3 
coupon
NON-RETURNABLE



PO Box 3613, Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 3Y6
info@mintrecs.com • mintrecs.com
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With their massive sonics and anthemic 
pop songwriting, Woolworm is an arena 

rock band that just so happens to perform in 
DIY venues. Their music, which somehow 
seamlessly combines shoegaze, Britpop, post-
punk, hardcore and black-metal into an impos-
sibly cohesive sound, is the sum of their parts. 
Heather Black pounds her bass like she’s rip-
ping a basement punk set before delivering 
sweet vocal harmonies straight out of the C86 
compilation. Nick Tolliday pummels his drums 
with the reckless abandon of the hardcore 
scene that birthed the band. All the while, dual 
guitarists Alex Pomeroy and Giles Roy offer 
intricate, complex riff interplay as often as they 
stomp their pedals and break into hard-hitting 
power chords. 

The band’s third album Awe (due out 
November 8 via Mint Records) expands the 
band’s already robust songbook even further 
by offering a new take on their heavy, hard-
core-inflected indie pop sound. The band’s 
bleakly fulfilling 2017 LP Deserve to Die saw 
them meticulously planning every note before 
entering the studio with venerable Vancouver 
producer Jesse Gander. This time around, 
they recorded with labelmate Jay Arner when-

ever the inspiration hit.

“Even though some of these songs date back 
to before Deserve To Die, we allowed our-
selves to be spontaneous and open-minded 
here and took a collage approach to the 
overall record,” Roy says of Awe. “We let it 
be scrappier and more diverse and less 
symmetrical.” 

The result is a collection of songs that are 
bristling with immediacy and, well, life. 

“Deserve To Die was a sort of exorcism, and 
this one’s more of a meditation,” Roy con-
tinues. “That one took so long to write and 
record that finally releasing it had a cathar-
tic effect. But now we’re done with death. 
For the foreseeable future, at least. This is 
more of a life record.”

The bleakness of Deserve to Die has also 
dissipated thanks to Woolworm’s relation-
ship to Canada’s music community writ 
large. The band’s malleable sound has 
allowed them to play recent shows with art-
ists as diverse as country pop crooner 
Orville Peck and mysterious hardcore leg-
ends Integrity, and no one has batted an 
eye. As a result, Woolworm have connect-
ed with audiences and like minded musi-
cians around the country. 

“Ultimately, I think the album is about other 
people — trying to relate to someone, 
sometimes succeeding brilliantly, some-
times failing horrifically. Just the process of 
connecting with anyone is such a trip,” Roy 
says. “It’s so fucked up to have a real per-

son in front of you and know that you’re 
each just hiding in your own mind. You can 
wind up knowing them pretty well but you 
will never know what it’s like to actually be 
them. So we’re all alone in our own realities, 
but then we’re all constantly trusting each 
other in so many ways. That can go horribly 
wrong, but when it goes right, that’s the 
most beautiful thing I can think of.”

Overwhelming feelings, lived-in melodies 
and masterful rock music. It’s all more than 
enough to inspire Awe.

TRACK LISTING:
A1. Awe
A2. Dogman
A3. Hold the Bow *
A4. Soon
A5. Finally*
A6. Live for You
B7. Might as Well
B8. Much Too Much
B9. Can’t Be Fucked
B10. Without Will
B11. Let Me Wear the Mask*
B12. Woe Is Me
* Focus Tracks

ever the inspiration hit.

WOOLWORM  AWE
LP MRL187 / CD MRD187
Release Date: November 8, 2019

CD LP



  

WHOOP-SZO WARRIOR DOWN 
LABEL: YOU’VE CHANGED RECORDS 
CATALOG: YC-041 
FORMAT: LP/CD 
RELEASE DATE: NOVEMBER 1, 2019 

WHOOP-Szo is a blazing force of DIY rock. Fronted by 
Anishinaabe-Canadian community leader Adam Sturgeon, the 
band has spent nearly a decade carving out a reputation for 
themselves, rising on the strength of their musicianship, 
songwriting, and tireless touring. 
 
Thunderous and ground-breaking, harmonious and 
generative, on Warrior Down, WHOOP-Szo create an 
emotional weather-storm that dances conscientiously between 
anger and discipline, frustration and hope for a concise, 
focused 35 minute examination of injustice, history, language 
and cultural reclamation, and Indigenous solidarity. 
 
Heavy and meditative, employing caustic humour, thick sludgy 
guitars, powerful drumming, and vocals that range from sweet 
to unhinged, WHOOP-Szo address the poisonous legacies of 
colonialism and effect positive change in the wider Canadian 
music and arts community. 
 
 

  

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LP with download - LP-YC-041 
 
 

 
YOU’VE CHANGED RECORDS 
123 Pauline Ave.  
Toronto, ON M6H3M7 
info@youvechangedrecords.com 
 
 
 

 
WHOOP-Szo links: 

Twitter: @WHOOPszo 
FB: @WHOOPszo 

IG: @whoopszoband 
 

Label links: 
www.youvechangedrecords.com 

Twitter: @youvechangedrec 
Instagram: @youvechangedrecords 
Facebook: @youvechangedrecords 

 
 
 

WARRIOR DOWN 
Amaruq (2:49) 
Gerry (4:30) 

Long Braided Hair (2:29) 
2CB (7:29) 

Naanan (7:49) 
6.1 / 6.2 (2:09) 
Oda Man (6:00) 

Nshwaaswi (3:14) 
Homemade Candles (4:28) 

Cut Your Hair (3:57) 
 

 

CD - CD-YC-041 
 
 



ONE SHEET

Release Details: 

Format: Vinyl LP 

Catalogue #: FUM076 

UPC: 758891069001 

Release Date: 11/8/19

CONTACT File Under: Music
#248 - 237 Keefer St.
Vancouver, BC
Canada V6A 1X6
604-628-5275
fileundermusic.com

Steve Mann
Label Manager
604-628-5275
steve@fileundermusic.com

Adam Fink
Manager
adamtrevorfink@gmail.com

TRACK LISTING: 
1. The Way
2. Fresh
3. U&ME
4. Full Furman
5. Gang Gang
6. The Others
7. All We

ABOUT Delivery

HiFi Beats To Roam To

• Recorded at Jacknife Sound with producer Jason
Corbett (ACTORS, Art d’Ecco), Gang Signs reproduced
their sequence heavy tracks with mostly live
instrumentation for this outing, bringing warmth
without sacrificing their trademark moodiness.

• Band memeber Peter Ricq is also the director of the
film "Dead Shack" as well as the majority of the band's
music videos.

• Facebook Ads Engagement Audience of 25,000 across
North America has been built off the interaction with
the single release and video campaigns. $1000/mth
budgeted for paid social promotion.

• Advanced single "Gang Gang" landed on Spotify's Fresh
Finds, while "The Way" was featured on "Outliers"

• Delivery will be accompanied with a steady release of
remixes throughout 2019 & 2020

Gang Signs return with new album Delivery Nov.8, 2019 on File Under: 
Music - a lush electronic focused record punctuated by guitars and 
male & female vocals inspired by high stakes 90s action genre films 
such as Fresh, Carlito’s Way, Rush and True Romance. 

Previous LP Geist took inspiration from 80s VHS era horror films and 
used a palette of fresh and sharp sounds to build a nervous energy 
that went well with a party creeping up on the sunrise. It also found 
itself apart of new soundtracks, with tracks featured in Marvel's 
Ironfist and Syfy's Killjoys.

However, Delivery isn't a direct sequel; instead it explores warm 
organic tones and tempo shifts keeping listeners on their toes, as you 
never know when the next sonic twist will come.  The result is an 
album as binge worthy as its influences, but more likely to get you off 
the couch in search of adventure.   

RIYL:
The XX
lofi hip hop radio - beats to relax/study to
Phedre
Austra
A House in the Trees
Operators
Cigarettes After Sex

Gang Signs “Delivery” 
Vancouver, Canada

facebook.com/gangxsigns
@gang_signs
@gangxsigns
/gangxsigns
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Chicago / London 

CD 

LP  
Vinyl is non-returnable

FILE UNDER : Walker,  Ryley 
RELEASE DATE :  Nov 8th, 2019

CharlesRumback & 
Ryley Walker
Little Common Twist

Thrill - 497

Sales Info 

Ryley walker will be touring North America  
November and December. 

Duo will be touring North America in 2020

Ryley Walker’s been dippin’ his toe back 
into instrumental guitar music and it’s a 

real dang treat to see both sides develop 
simultaneously. This quiet-yet-busy 

rambler with drummer Charles Rumback 
sounds like it could’ve appeared on ECM 
Records LP with rolling fields painted in 

pastels on the cover.
-NPR

Judging by the killer single “Half Joking” 
the instrumental album is sun-dappled and 

pastoral.
- Brooklyn Vegan

“Drummer Charles Rumback has cultivated 
his melodically-informed sensibility on a 

number of fine records.”
- All About Jazz

Walker’s visceral engagement with the music means 
that he transcends mere homage where Rumback 

flutters around the guitarist’s palpably blitzed 
virtuosity.

-Uncut

Charles Rumback and Ryley Walker are both known for their 
creativity and curious spirits. Rumback is a drummer in high 
demand in Chicago’s free-jazz circles, and a pillar of the second 
wave of improvisers in a scene first shaped by the legendary 
players like Sun Ra and other members of the AACM. Walker 
draws deeply on other distinctly American styles, bringing a 
strong sense of folk tradition to his playing that is as arresting as his 
freewheeling performance style. Together, Rumback and Walker 
find common ground in their kinetic, intuitive playing and yearning 
creative outlook. Little Common Twist, their sophomore release as 
a duo, finds both players at their most adventurous. It compiles 
instrumental pieces that convey a striking range of emotions, at 
once introspective and expansive, with a delicate interplay that 
delights as they move with ease across a spectrum of styles. The 
recording has a pastoral quality that recalls Van Morrison’s classic 
album Veedon Fleece, and captures a remarkably dexterous 
performance by both Charles and Ryley that make this album so 

expansive and fresh. 

Little Common Twist was recorded over several sessions throughout 
2017 and 2018 with producer John Hughes, capturing the duo 
playing in the moment with minimal overdubs. The guitar and 
drums duo eschewed each instrument’s traditional roles of rhythm 
and melody, experimenting with texture and rhythm. This album is 
the culmination of a creative partnership that has seen Rumback 
and Walker constantly challenging each other. In stretching the 
bounds of their interplay even further than before, the duo created 
their most evocative and expansive work to date, conjuring the 
afterglow of sun-scorched landscapes and ethereal after-hours 

ambience.

Follow on Socials:

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Half Joking
2. Self Blind Sun
3. Idiot Parade
4. And You, These Sang

5. Menebhi
6. Ill-Fitting/ No Sickness
7. If You’re Around And Down
8. Worn And Held

LP pressed on virgin vinyl 
Full Color Jacket and Inner Sleeve 

 packaged with a free download card.
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          LISTEN HERE

http://thrilljockey.com/press/charles-rumback-ryley-walker


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Soul Jazz Records presents Studio One 
 
 

Horace Andy – Fever 
Im and The Agg – The Flue 
 

12” Single 
 
18th October 2019  
 

 
MASSIVE STUDIO ONE ANTHEM!!! 
 
Horace Andy's classic Studio One cut 'Fever' on a super-loud 12" single for the first time ever! 
 
A killer track originally released on the legendary Studio One label in 1973, with the Cedric Im Brooks 
instrumental version on the B side. 
 
Horace Andy is one of Reggae's best known vocalists who has had mainstream success with Massive 
Attack after appearing on all five of their albums. 
 
A party dancefloor devastator, these won't be around for long! 
 
 
 
 
 

Release Date: 18th October 2019  

 
 

Artist: Horace Andy / Im and The Agg 
Title: Fever / The Flue 
Tracks: A: Horace Andy – Fever 

B: Im and The Agg – The Flue 
Label:  Soul Jazz Records 
Format: 12” Single, Cat. No: SJR434-12 

UPC: 5026328004341 
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Soul Jazz Records Presents 
 
 

STEVE REID: Rhythmatism 
 
 
 
 
 

1st November 2019 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘Steve Reid is one of the greatest drummers. He is a 
musical genius.’  KIERAN HEBDEN  (Four Tet) 
‘A truly phenomenal artist.’  GILLES PETERSON 
‘Steve Reid reflects the spirit of a generation – Art Ensemble of 
Chicago, John Coltrane, Pharoah Sanders, the Black Artists 
Group.’  STRAIGHT NO CHASER 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Soul Jazz Records are re-issuing the second album from the legendary Steve Reid in a new edition vinyl (+download 
code) and CD. Both LP and CD editions are limited edition and there is a 1000-copies only COLOURED vinyl edition. 
Drummer and composer extraordinaire Steve Reid’s Rhythmatism is one of his deepest and most radical of albums 
of all time and features some of the heaviest jazz players – Arthur Blythe ‘AKA Black Arthur’, Charles Tyler, David 
Wertman and others – joining Reid. The album was originally released on Reid’s own Mustevic Sound label in 1976. 
As a radical jazz artist, Steve Reid played with an extraordinary group of artists – including Miles Davis, Sun Ra, Fela 
Kuti, James Brown, Ornette Coleman, Lester Bowie, Freddie Hubbard, Jackie McLean, Dionne Warwick, Archie 
Shepp, Chief Bey, Olatunji, Arthur Blythe, Dextor Gordon, Gary Bartz, Dee Dee Bridgewater, Sam Rivers, Leon 
Thomas, Lonnie Smith and Horace Silver! 
Reid was born in the South Bronx, and grew up in Queens, New York. He played in the house band at Harlem's Apollo 
Theatre, accompanying James Brown, as well as playing in Sun Ra's Arkestra. He lived next to John Coltrane, worked 
in a department store with Ornette Coleman, had a son who played drums with NWA. He began his career as a 
teenager in the 1960s as a drummer at Motown when he played on Martha and The Vandellas "Heatwave" (aged 
14). 
At the end of the 1960s Reid was sentenced to four years in jail as a conscientious objector of the Vietnam war. On 
his release from prison in 1974, he formed the Legendary Master Brotherhood and started the independent record 
label, Mustevic Sound, to release his debut LP Nova in 1976. This album is released in its entirety and with full 
original cover art here. Rhythmatism is the second in a series of stunning independent records he released in the 
1970s. 
At the start of the 21st century, his career took a new twist when Steve Reid began a successful collaboration with 
Kieran Hebden (Four Tet). Hebden referred to Reid as his ‘musical soul mate’, resulting in a number of joint albums. 
Steve Reid died in New York in 2010. Subsequently the Steve Reid Foundation was set up in his name, to help 
aspiring musicians and artists. 

Release Date: 1st November 2019 

 

Artist: Steve Reid 
Title: Rhythmatism 
Label:  Soul Jazz Records 
Format 1: Cat. No: SJRCD448, CD UPC: 5026328104485 
Format 2: Cat. No: SJRLP448, Double LP UPC: 5026328004488 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tracklisting 

1. Kai (11.31) 

2. Rocks (For Cannonball) 
(9.31) 

3. Center Of The Earth 
(4.01) 

4. C You Around (11.27) 

5. One Minute Please 
(1.00) 
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Henry Kaiser 
More Requia 

 
Label: Metalanguage 
Catalog #: ML 9102 

UPC: 888295944557 
Category: Jazz | Avant Garde Jazz 
Release Date: October 18, 2019 

 

 
Inspired by John Fahey’s 1967 Requia and Other Compositions for Guitar Solo album on Vanguard, Henry 
Kaiser recorded Requia and Other Improvisations for Guitar Solo back in 2013 for the Tzadik Label. Having lost 
several friends and heroes in the past few year, Henry’s mind turned again to Guitar Requia. This Time he 
invited some friends and heroes (Nine living, one dead) to join him for the recordings. Composed/improvised 
by the performers except the lyrics from Robert Hunter’s “What's Become of the Baby”. 
 
Performers joining Henry are Derek Bailey, Andrea Centazzo, Greg Goodman, Michael Manring, Rakalam Bob 
Moses, Giino Robair, Alann Senauke, Damon Smith, Wadada Leo Smith and Andy West.  
 
 
Tracklist: 
 

1. That Time in the Cauldron at Point Lobos (for Lloyd Austin) 
2. A Malagasy Quadrille: Afindrafintritone (for Paul Hostetter) 
3. More Echoes > with Sonny (for Sonny Sharrock) 
4. Wuppertal Blues (for Hans Reichel) 
5. Old Saw (for Davey Williams) 
6. Frosty Boy Antarctica (for Albert Collins & Larry Coryell) 
7. The Analeptic Alzabo (for Gene Wolfe) 
8. What's Become of the Baby > More Feedback (for Jerome John Garcia) 
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SALES	BULLETS:	
• Double	CD	collection	of	early,	industrial	and	

EBM	genre	material	
• Collects	the	band’s	pre-Metal	Blade	material	
• Both	early	albums	are	hopelessly	out	of	print	
• Includes	six	previously	unreleased	bonus	tracks	
• Canadian	press	servicing	handled	by	Looters.	

Artist:	DAWN	OF	ASHES	
Title:	Origin	of	the	Ashes:	The	Dark-Electro	Years	
Format:	2	x	CD	 	 	
SKU:	AOF322CD		
UPC	CD:	628070632220	
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	11/08/2019		

INFORMATION:	
Los	Angeles-based	blackened	 industrial-metal	phenom	Dawn	of	Ashes	 started	out	 life	riding	
the	way	of	 early-2000	electro-industrial,	 banging	out	 dark	 club	 hits	over	 two	albums	 on	 the	
now-defunct	 Noitekk	 Records.	
The	band’s	career	exploded	shortly	after,	signing	to	Metal	Blade	and	scoring	the	support	slot	
for	Polish	metal	 juggernaut	Dimmu	Borgir	all	 the	while	 transforming	 their	 early	 sound	 to	a	
blistering	blend	of	blackened	metal	and	screeching	industrial.	The	band’s	reliance	on	shocking	
imagery,	 horrid	 content,	 and	 topics	 from	 occultism	 and	 the	 left	 hand	 path	 earned	 them	 a	
dedicated	fanbase	early	on,	as	they	continued	to	experiment	with	90s-era	industrial,	hardcore,	
and	 black	 metal.		
Now	 hopelessly	 out	 of	 print,	 the	 band’s	 early	material	 has	 never	 received	 a	 proper	 reissue.	
Origin	 of	 the	 Ashes	 collects	 Dawn	 of	 Ashes’	 first	 two	 independent	 albums	 In	 the	 Acts	 of	
Violence	and	The	Crypt	Injection.	The	2CD	set	comes	with	unreleased	bonus	material	and	 is	
remastered	from	the	original	sessions.	Released	on	Toronto-based	Artoffact	Records.	

Disk	1	 	 	 	 Disk	2	
1	Abyss		 	 	 1	A	Blade	In	the	Dark	
2	In	the	Acts	of	Violence	 	 2	Torture	Device	
3	Flat-Line	 	 	 3	Portrait	of	Homicide	 	
4	Diagnosis	 	 	 4	Inhuman	Salvation	
5	Nightmare	 	 	 5	Psycho	Therapy	
6	Dark	Reality	 	 	 6	Still	Born	Defect	
7	Killer	Instinct	 	 	 7	The	Crypt	Injection	
8	Naildriven	 	 	 8	Slasher	
9	Disgraceful	Treason	 	 9	Where	Angels	Die	
10	Maximum	Damnation		 10	Blood	Shattered	Cross	
11	Unborn	Virus	(B-Side)		 11	Vengeance		
12	Sadomasochist	(B-Side)	 12	The	Suffering	(B-Side)	
13	Taste	Of	Pain	(B-Side)		 13	Gates	Of	Hell	(B-Side)	
	 	 	 	 14	Cold	Hate	(B-Side)	

	



SALES	BULLETS:	
• New	EP	follow-up	to	2018’s	album	Doom
• Catch	Ritualz	on	tour	this	Fall	in	Mexico

and	the	United	States
• Canadian	 press	 servicing	 handled	 by

Looters.

Artist: RITUALZ	
Title:	Satanico	Supremo	
Format:	CD	 	
SKU:	AOF374CD		
UPC	CD:	628070637423	
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	11/08/2019	

INFORMATION:	
Following	 the	 latest	 album	Doom,	Ritualz	 returns	 with	 a	 new	 EP,	 Satanico	 Supremo.	 The	
satanic	Mexican	witch-house	producer	channels	Tr/st,	Grimes,	and	Pictureplane,	while	carving	
out	a	sound	wholly	his	own.	The	limited	edition	CD-EP	is	released	on	Toronto-based	Artoffact	
Records.	

TRACK	LISTING	
1. Revelation	666
2. Faithless
3. Ember	Paradise
4. Satanic	Warfare



Aiurae 
JONN SERRIE 

Space music pioneer Jonn Serrie's Azurae further 
explores the visionary worlds of Lumia Nights. 
On this new album, Serrie revisited the original 
synth programming, production techniques and 
cover art utilized on Lumia Nights to create a 
sense of cohesion and balance. Azurae is an 
ambient celebration of romantic and spiritual 
journeys to quantum levels and realms of 
consciousness beyond the physical universe. 

Throughout his extensive career, Jonn Serrie has defined the genre of space music composing for countless 
distinguished clients including NASA, Lucasfilm Ltd., and New York City's Hayden Planetarium. 

ARTIST SELECTION # 
Jonn Serrie 2-VLT-15299 -

. TITLE UPC 
· Azurae . 618321529928

LABEL GENRE 
Valley Entertainment New Age/ Ambient/ Space 

Lumia Nights 

2-VLT-15172

RELEASE DATE 
October 25, 2019 

Hidden World Beyond 
with Gary Stroutsos 

2-VLT-15225

TRACKLI�T. 
1. Azurae 5:32
2� Alchemy Wonderland 7:54.
3. Upon The Evening-7:44
4. Within Dreams 6:41 • ·
5. Along The Way 8:47
6. The Observation Deck 8:57
7. Slow Boat To Andromeda 10:10

CI-IRISTM1\S PR.AYERS

Christmas Prayers Sunday Morning Peace 

2-VLT-15229 2-VLT-15234

VALLEY ENTERTAINMENT 



NEW RELEASES: EARLY NOVEMBER 2019

• First time available on 12” vinyl

Despite the blatant “sound quote” of one of the most famous disco tracks ever, “Andromeda” makes full sense on its own, turning into 
a space-disco monster, possibly the definitive dream version of the originally quoted track: the semi-electronic pounding layers of acid 
mono and poly synthesizers, a string section, slapped bass and a sick guitar, topped by a robotic Italian female singing with dreamy 
lyrics depicting the tales of an alien creature landing on our planet to save and take us to a blue planet called LOVE, makes the rest.

Discovered and played around by respected underground disco djs in vinyl-only gigs from 2008 on, “Andromeda” caused overwhelming 
positive reactions on the dancefloor, soon turning into a cult track, seeing its original 45 release in picture sleeve fetching now €€€€ on 
the vinyl collectors market. The idea of making this track finally available to a wider audience was therefore the only logical next step.

The track was originally published on the small “Papaya” label in 1981. The studio sheet reveals it was made between 5 and 13 July, 
1981. Its fate at the time was pretty unlucky, though: of the 500 copies originally pressed, most got unsold and sent back to the label 
to be stocked, where – due to poor sales and some complaints on sound quality of the pressing – they ended up being destroyed. But 
there’s more fascinating stories connected to “Andromeda”…..

The re-release of this track has been quite an adventure: discovered a few years ago by chance, the hunt for the original author of 
the track started soon after. It took close to five years to track down the rights owner and obtain the license for a legit pressing. Then, 
the original analog mastertape was found, but it suffered from the “sticky shed syndrome”, so it had to undergo a thorough cleaning 
and “tape baking” stage, to allow 24 bits digital dubbing of all the 24 tracks of the master. The quality of this step was guaranteed by 
renowed italian tape transfer artisan Cesare Marchesini. The master lacquer has been manufactured by Roberto Barbolini – possibly 
among the world’s best– and the only italian artisan still active in the cutting field, while the mastering stage was made by Pro Tools 
wizard Senio Corbini at Narada Studio in Siena, Italy.

ANDROMEDA
Andromeda
Release Date: 18-Oct-19
[Light In The Attic / Disco Segreta]
12” / DSM001 / 3516628305061 /  $32.69

12” 

• First time available on 12” vinyl

When we talk about Tullio de Piscopo (Naples, 1946) we’re talking of a living legend of drums, whose career dates back to 1969. In 
1971, tired of commuting from Naples to Milan, he moved to Milan for good where he joined as a drummer the group of Gianni Basso 
and Oscar Valdambrini. Shortly thereafter, he recorded his very first single on a 45 under the moniker of Jujuy, for Aldo Pagani’s label 
“Analogy”, with the catalogue number “TRE 0”.

Recorded in 1971, but only published in 1973, “Fastness” and “Coagulation” are two fully instrumental tracks for solo drums and 
percussions, catching the spirit of the very early Tullio De Piscopo, before he became the most requested italian drummer from 1974 
on, and started an incredibly successful career still going on.

Our detective work allowed us to unearth the actual multitracks analog master and we’re about to repress this absolute masterpiece for 
the very first time on a 12” format, as the original 45 now fetches a three-figures sum on the second-hand market.

TULLIO DE PIPSCOPO
Fastness / Coagulation
Release Date: 18-Oct-19
[Light In The Attic / Disco Segreta]
12” / DSM008 / 3516628304965 /  $34.38

12”
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• First time available on 12” vinyl

Disco Segreta label announces DSM 005 Fireplays: “Allein” / “Hormone”, lost Italian 1981 tracks sung in German.

Fireplays (also spelled “Fireplais” on second single) was the moniker chosen in 1981 by Italian producer Franco Pagliaccia for an 
instant-band project composed by him and a few other musicians. Original idea was to tune in with the “dance” era, with a band that 
could sing either in German, Italian or English. The discography of the band was of only two 45 singles being released. The first ,“Allein” 
b/w “Hormone”, is their first, and the only one, sporting both tracks sung in a southern German accent. Their following and last 7”, “Lisa” 
b/w “Get Away” was sung in English.

Unfortunately, the “Allein” 45, after a short promotional stage, ended up never been officially distributed, while the second release “Lisa” 
was only included in the promo distribution channels, but ended up never being commercially released, giving a no-go sign to the future 
of the band, as of today still surrounded by an aura of mystery.

“Allein” b/w “Hormone” was released in mid-1982, and as can be clearly heard, both tracks clearly show the mutation disco as a genre 
started having at the very beginning of the 80s, in Europe too: a blend of electro, along with new-wavish elements and some classic 
era-blueprint sonic elements: synth driven melodies, filtered vocodered choruses, pads, swirling cosmic sounds, cowbells, all topped by 
a powerful male voice that will give genuine connoisseurs an exact era Zeitgeist, along with assured goosebumps.

To celebrate the very first ever 12” – officially licensed and fully remastered – release of Fireplays, and stay on topic, two brutal 
bonus tracks made by two German DJs-producers are added on this: “Hormone” in the Tom Bolas club-friendly extension, and the 
“Singlemann Replay” remix of “Allein” made by Tiney.

FIREPLAYS
Allein / Hormone
Release Date: 18-Oct-19
[Light In The Attic / Disco Segreta]
12” / DSM005 / 3516628305160 /  $27.63

12”

• Limited edition
• First time on 12”

Disco Segreta releases on 12 two true obscure italo-disco gems!

For the first time ever on a 12’ release, Patrizia Saronni’s ‘E poi’ and ‘Perché Dovrei’, only previously released as a 45 for the tiny 
Pongo label back in 1984.

‘E poi’ is a female-voiced tearjerker sung over a heart-melting italo-electro-synth line, while ‘Perché Dovrei’ is a power synth-pop-talo 
teenage rebellion anthem.

But the most wonderful discovery on the actual master, has been a previously unreleased alternate version of ‘E Poi’, that didn’t make 
the original release, which sounds crafted for today’s dancefloors. Release will also feature a remixTBA. As common with our quality 
standards, repress is officially licensed and taken from the actual analog masters!

PATRIZIA SARONNI
E Poi / Perché Dovrei
Release Date: 18-Oct-19
[Light In The Attic / Disco Segreta]
12” / DSM007 / 3516628305269 /  $27.63

12”
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• First Gino Pavan album in 40 years

ADESSO, the new sublabel of Disco Segreta, is proud to open his catalogue debuting with the first Gino Pavan album in 40 years!

2017 has been a very important year for Italian multi-instrumentalist Gino Pavan: the first ever 12” vinyl re-release (Disco Segreta DS M 
003) of his lost 1980 “Magico” 45 has been an indie-dance success, marking his decision to finally step out of the shadow and open his 
vaults, where the music that he keeps on recording since then still sits, but never saw the light of the day until now.

“Absolute” is a full-on contemporary electronic “concept album”, entirely written, composed and played by Gino. Eight tracks, where 
Gino explores the multiple dimensions of the concept of the absolute, experimenting on guitars, synthesizers, electric sitar and 
percussions, on a 30 minutes journey into darker territories. With every sound originally crafted by Gino in his studio, and a compilation 
of videos created as a visual companion for each track, “Absolute” sheds a light upon the music he always wanted to release, revealing 
his erudite background as a musician/composer.

For those into definitions, “cosmic electronic” probably sounds criminally reductive in this case, and perhaps it would only regard the 
arpeggios.

Sure thing, “Absolute” seems undoubtedly paying hommage – if not a direct parentage – to the German and Italian experimental 
electronic scenes of late 70s-early ‘80s. The guitar sitar on title track “Absolute”, along with the sampled voices and the percussions 
played as they were ethnic instruments, sets the depth of the journey.

Using custom created electronic sounds, pads, and synths such as ARP 2600, CS 80, Minimoog, and the Solina (predominant on “To to 
the Sky”), as well as Hammond B3 and Wurlizter sounds mixed together (on “Evolution Theory”), towards a more 70s progressive-rock 
sound. Guitars have a prominent role in this album: Gibson Les Paul custom, Fender Strato HSS and an aluminium Kramer are in every 
track except in the 2 finger cymbals – vocodered “Voices”, and are heavily processed through a custom pedal-board. “Il Grande Silenzio 
– Die Grosse Stille” sports guitars again, but recorded live on a Revox B77 in stereo, altered and processed, while “One time” is a feast 
of modular instruments and Prophet synth, with a guitar sounding like it had a synth on top. “Agua” and “Rough Space” particularly, use 
sampling: voices, especially, and a processed Sicilian wind chime.

GINO PAVAN
Absolute
Release Date: 18-Oct-19
[Light In The Attic / Disco Segreta]
LP / ADLP001/ 3516628305313 /  $27.63

LP

• Gatefold Double Gold LP

“Lost Ethnography of the Miscanthus Ocean” contains six of their earlier works from 2013 to early 2014. The original release was on 
cassette from Guruguru Brain which was sold out less than a month. There is a new added D2. Miscanthus Ocean only for the LP 
version. The album is dedicated to Grass Mountain and the incredibly hot, humid summertime in Taipei. This is also the echo of their 
instrumental trio period before they move on to digital composing.

SCATTERED PURGATORY
Lost Ethnography of the Miscanthus Ocean (Gold Vinyl)
Release Date: 1-Nov-19
[Light In The Attic / Guruguru Brain]
2LP / GGB020 / 606825444243 /  $31.00

2LP
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• Latin Grammy nominated album
• 180g heavy vinyl, comes with download card

Xenia França is a singer from Bahia, Brazil. She has been nominated for the 2018 Latin Grammy for this debut album Xenia, and 
for the song “Pra que me Chamas?”, a favorite among listeners. Part of an art scene concerned with reviving and disseminating the 
African-Brazilian culture, the singer became a reference of female empowerment and behavior, especially among black women.

Xenia has performed at major Brazilian festivals, such as Recbeat, Coala, Coma and Queremos, among others. In 2018 she took to 
Central Park’s SummerStage Festival in NYC, and has also performed in Philadelphia and at the Pablo Toblón Theater, in Medellin, 
Colombia.

Her first solo effort here, “Xenia”, is an essential album from contemporary Brazil, paying tribute to the sounds of the black diaspora, 
masterfully blending soul music with jazz, samba, r&b and electronic flavors, now available for the first time outside of Brazil!

XENIA FRANCA
Xenia
Release Date: 8-Nov-19
[Light In The Attic / 180g]
LP / 180GDULP03 / 5050580720435 /  $21.60

LP 
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DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED DANIELSSON LARS               LIBERETTO II                 LP ACTLP95711 614427957115 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED DANIELSSON LARS               LIBERETTO III                                             LP ACTLP98401 614427984012 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED E.S.T. SYMPHONY               E.S.T. SYMPHONY                                  LP ACTLP90341 614427903419 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED LANDGREN NILS                 THE MOON THE STARS AND 

YOU         LP ACTLP95051 614427950512 ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED LUNDGREN JAN                  MARE NOSTRUM                                        2LP ACTLP94661 614427946614 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED

NORBY CAECILIE & 
DANIELSSON   JUST THE TWO OF US                                        LP ACTLP97321 614427973214 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED OSTROM MAGNUS                 SEARCHING FOR JUPITER                2LP ACTLP95411 614427954114 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED SUN NAH YOUN                  SAME GIRL                                               LP ACTLP90241 614427902412 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

DISCONTINUÉ / 
DISCONTINUED TONBRUKET                     NUBIUM SWIMTRIP                             LP ACTLP95581 614427955814 ACT MUSIC+VISION 

GMBH+CO.KG   

AVIS DE CHANGEMENTS - CHANGES UPDATES
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PRODUIT
PRODUCT NO. UPC
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BIG RUDE JAKE                 BLUE PARIAH CD 2333902962 623339029629 SPANKY

BEIRACH / HUEBNER / MRAZ      ROUND ABOUT MONTEVERDI                                     CD ACT94122 614427941220
ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

DANIELSSON LARS               MELANGE BLEU [ACT NU JAZZ SERIES] CD ACT96042 614427960429
ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

MOBUS DER ROTE BEREICH 
FRANK  LOVE ME TENDER                                           CD ACT92862 614427928627

ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

NABATOV TRIO SIMON            THREE STORIES ONE END                                   CD ACT94012 614427940124
ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

PEDERSEN TRIO NIELS-HENNING Ï THE UNFORGETTABLE NH°P TRIO LIVE    CD ACT94642 614427946423
ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

ROSSLER KNUT / JOHANNES VOGT  BETWEEN THE TIMES                                            CD ACT94632 614427946324
ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

VARIOUS ARTISTS               
MAGIC MOMENTS 6 - IN THE SPIRIT OF 
JAZZ                    CD ACT95902 614427959027

ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

VARIOUS ARTISTS               JAZZ IS COOL - MAGIC MOMENTS 4               CD ACT95502 614427955029
ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

VARIOUS ARTISTS [JOE SAMPLE 
AN MAGIC MOMENTS 3                                            CD ACT94502 614427945020

ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

WASSERFUHR JULIAN & ROMAN     
REMEMBER CHET [ACT YOUNG GERMAN 
JAZZ SERIES] CD ACT96542 614427965424

ACT MUSIC+VISION 
GMBH+CO.KG   

AVIS DE RAPPEL 2019-46 / RECALL NOTICE 2019-46
POUR LA PÉRIODE DU 04 OCTOBRE 2019 AU 08 NOVEMBRE 2019  /  FROM OCTOBER 4TH, 2019 TO NOVEMBER 8TH, 2019

Le 4 octobre 2019
Cher(e) client,

Veuillez prendre note que les produits énumérés sur la page suivante sont retirés de notre catalogue actif et ce, à compter du 4 octobre 2019.
Nous vous demandons de nous faire parvenir la marchandise avant le 8 novembre 2019. Tous les produits retournés après ce délai seront refusés et 

retournés aux frais de l’expéditeur.
Votre liste de retour doit nous parvenir au plus tard le 18 octobre 2019. Pour toute question, n’hésitez pas à nous contacter.

Merci de votre collaboration.

Ian Hamel,  Directeur des ventes, Distribution Select

October 4th, 2019,
Dear valued customer,

Please be advised that the title listed on next page have been discontinued and removed from our catalogue effective October 4th, 2019
Please return the merchandise no later than November 8th, 2019. All products returned after the above-mentioned date will be refused and shipped back 

to you collect.
Your return request must be received by us no later than October 18th, 2019. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.

Thank you for your cooperation.
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CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE NOTES UPC CONF.  PPD DATE QTY

SPCD1326 OMNI Networker Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132625 CD  $      9.09 1-Nov-19
SPLP1326 OMNI Networker Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132618 LP  $    18.21 1-Nov-19

SPLP1326DX OMNI

Networker (Indie Only 
Deluxe Edition - Opaque 
Blue) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787132601 LP  $    18.21 1-Nov-19

SPCS1326 OMNI Networker Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787132649 CS  $      7.27 1-Nov-19
MRD187 WOOLWORM Awe Mint Records Rock-Pop Canadian 773871018725 CD  $    13.50 8-Nov-19
MRL187 WOOLWORM Awe Mint Records Rock-Pop Canadian 773871018718 LP  $    18.75 8-Nov-19

YC041CD WHOOP-SZO Warrior Down
You've Changed 
Records Rock-Pop Canadian 623339234122 CD  $    11.00 1-Nov-19

YC041LP WHOOP-SZO Warrior Down
You've Changed 
Records Rock-Pop Canadian 623339234016 LP  $    13.75 1-Nov-19

FUM076 GANG SIGNS Delivery File Under: Music Electronic Canadian 758891069001 LP  $    18.75 8-Nov-19
OAX053 GIGI FRENCH La Boue Coax Records Rock-Pop Canadian 844667044003 LP  $    18.35 18-Oct-19

THRILL497CD
WALKER, RYLEY AND RUMBACK, 
CHARLES Little Common Twist Thrill Jockey Rock / Pop 790377049725 CD  $    14.00 8-Nov-19

THRILL497LP
WALKER, RYLEY AND RUMBACK, 
CHARLES Little Common Twist Thrill Jockey Rock / Pop 790377049718 LP  $    20.47 8-Nov-19

SJR43412 HORACE, ANDY / IM AND THE AGG Fever / The Flute Soul Jazz Records Reggae 5026328004341 12"  $    16.50 18-Oct-19

SJRCD448 REID, STEVE Rhythmatism Soul Jazz Records Jazz 5026328104485 CD  $    20.00 1-Nov-19

SJRLP448 REID, STEVE Rhythmatism Soul Jazz Records Jazz 5026328004488 2LP  $    29.25 1-Nov-19
ML9102 KAISER, HENRY More Requia There Records Jazz 888295944557 CD  $    13.00 18-Oct.-19

AOF322CD DAWN OF ASHES
Origin of the Ashes: The 
Dark-Electro Years Artoffact Records

Industrial / 
Metal 628070632220 2CD  $    15.00 8-Nov-19

AOF374CD RITUALZ Satanico Supremo Artoffact Records Electronic 628070637423 CD  $      8.00 8-Nov-19

2VLT15299 SERRIE, JOHN Azurae
Valley 
Entertainment New Age 618321529928 CD  $    13.00 25-Oct.-19

DSM001 ANDROMEDA Andromeda
Light In The Attic / 
Disco Segreta Disco 3516628305061 12"  $    32.69 18-Oct-19

DSM008 PIPSCOPO, TULLIO DE Fastness / Coagulation
Light In The Attic / 
Disco Segreta Disco 3516628304965 12"  $    34.38 18-Oct-19

DSM005 FIREPLAYS Allein / Hormone
Light In The Attic / 
Disco Segreta Disco 3516628305160 12"  $    27.63 18-Oct-19

DSM007 SARONNI, PATRIZIA E Poi / Perché Dovrei
Light In The Attic / 
Disco Segreta Disco ` 3516628305269 12"  $    27.63 18-Oct-19

ADLP001 PAVAN, GINO Absolute
Light In The Attic / 
Disco Segreta Electronic 3516628305313 LP  $    27.63 18-Oct-19

GGB020 SCATTERED PURGATORY

Lost Ethnography of the 
Miscanthus Ocean (Gold 
Vinyl)

Light In The Attic / 
Guruguru Brain Asian 606825444243 2LP  $    31.00 1-Nov-19

180GDULP03 XENIA FRANCA Xenia (180g)
Light In The Attic / 
180g Brazil / World 5050580720435 LP  $    21.60 8-Nov-19

OUTSIDE MUSIC - NEW RELEASE ORDER FORM - EARLY NOVEMBER 2019       
* Please submit all new orders to your Distribution Select sales representative *

* Order deadline for Nov 1 is Oct 21 // *Order deadline for Nov 8 is Oct 28 *
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